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Bundle of Joy 
Cast: Mom, Dad, soon-to-be-born baby  

Style: Impressionism 

Plot: Dad comes home tired, they plan to go out to Central Park; she’s in his work clothes, she’s 

in a dress, long flowing hair; they go to a street fair and he’s sad watching other families 

jealously; she tells him they’re to have a baby 

Musical features: Violin, flute, minor, birds chirping; cymbals and louds at the moment telling 

him he’s going to be a father 

He’s overwhelmed with joy, looking forward to being a dad 

Ends with walking away, him holding a teddy bear won at the fair, and a beautiful sunset 

 

 

Casanova 
Cast: Jean-Pierre, Antoinette, Marie (JP is engaged to A, BUT he also loves M; JP is an artist, A 

is an heiress, M is a baker) 

Style: Impressionism  

Themes: Love, social status, appearance, vanity 

Plot/musical themes: JP can’t choose between them; doing an art show and A and M arrive 

The women want to start an explicit polyamorous lifestyle, but society is keeping them down 

Decide to run away and start a commune  

M and A are viewing the art and realize it’s inspired by them, they look  at each other and JP and 

they KNOW  

Love, temptation; oboe, flute, violin; major key 

In the gallery aria: homophonic texture, soft and romantic 

Very bright, pink, blues, pastels 

 

 

The Final Test 
Cast: Troubled teen (Jack), Brenda, Ben (parents, highly educated scholars; doctor, lawyer); at 

the dinner table; dim lighting, candles, white roses 

Style: Expressionism 

Plot/aria: Jack is singing: tried his hardest, failed, nervous to show his grades to his parents; 

contemplating all his thoughts, feelings (fear, anxiety, stress, letting parents down) 

Dishes are thrown, arguing, screaming 

Musical features: Violin, piano, oboe, flute – bittersweet, minor key, polyphonic texture; some 

cadences  

 

 

Innocence Lost 
Cast: Mom, kid, mom’s boss 

Style: Expressionism 

Plot: Kid skips school and goes home, and finds his mom cheating with her boss (she’s supposed 

to be at work) 

Scene: Suburban, middle class house on Long Island; TV, couch, coffee table. Sunny and 

cheerful outside; crappy inside, things knocked over as kid has a fit 
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Kid’s aria: after catching mom and boss; mom follows him; violin and cello (kid and mom), 

piano/drums (boss) 

Boss: uhh I should go 

Kid: I can’t believe this, does Dad know; fast paced // at same time: mom, no it’s not what it 

looks like, try to explain; quieter than the kid – happens at same time, sounds dissonant 

Drums represent how boss’ voice shatters everything  

Dissonance from Expressionism (lightness shows he’s still a child, but that’s being shattered) 

 

 

Jennifer’s Heartbreak 
Style: Expressionism 

Scene: In a dark room, filled with pictures of men; a woman sitting on a bed in a black robe, 

tearing up, very emotional; piano, guitar, minor key 

Musical features: Starts slow, but as she starts to think about her boyfriend and his betrayal, 

builds up with her passion, eases up to the conclusion 

Plot: Healthy relationship between Jennifer and John; he cheated the day she found out she was 

pregnant 

Aria text: The reason of my happiness has been brutally taken away… sleeping forever is the 

best, in or out of the world is the same… 

 

 

The Journey to the End of the World 
Cast: Man (early 20s), girlfriend, his mother (terminally ill, in hospital/hospice) 

Style: Expressionism 

Scene: Set in 1800s (pre-electricity) 

Plot/musical features: He’s walking to the [health center], it’s a routine experience; singing and 

listing things that make him feel optimistic (blood tests, etc.); begins in a major key; 

piano/flute/?, bubble of innocence 

At hospital: learns mother has died, bubble bursts; minor key 

He is silent; girlfriend sings to calm him down, expecting him to break; soothing, lullaby, 

calming; flute; she stops and then the piano enters 

He goes into his own head, thinking about what he wanted to say to his mother 

She tries to bring him back to reality 

He’s been neglecting his girlfriend while his mother has been sick the past 5 years while mother 

was sing 

 

 

Kanashimi [Sorrow] 
Cast: Queen/Empress, Emperor, Princess 

Style: Impressionism 

Scene: Disaster happening in Tokyo: tsunami; people are trying to escape 

Plot: Princess is in a relationship with a town boy; the Emperor wanted to stay in the safety of 

the high ground, but the Princess rushed to be with her boyfriend; Emperor/Empress are 

concerned, want to save her 

Emperor sends a fleet of soldiers (bright silver, gold armor); townspeople (regular streetclothes) 

think they’re being saved, but they’re only there for the Princess; the Princess is helping 
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the boyfriend’s grandmother; soldiers can’t save grandma (she falls); boyfriend is 

distressed 

Flute, piano, violin, double bass, cello, Japanese war drums (soldiers, waves, all high intensity 

moments) 

Gloomy; as much light as possible; as if a storm is rolling in and covering the sun 

Aria: Princess sings to soldiers, tries to get them to save as many people as possible (i.e., 

boyfriend’s family); suspenseful, cello, drums, bass clarinet 

MAGIC TSUNAMI  

 

 

The Triangle The Savior 
Cast: Thaddeus, Koga, Giselle – K is the animal boyfriend, a jerk, rich, NYC CEO, cheats on G; 

T jumps in to the rescue (G is a photographer, shy, innocent, not confident, broken; T is a 

model, nice, gentle, confident, makde G feel like a real woman again) 

Style: Impressionism 

Scene: On a beach, G and T having a picnic/photoshoot 

Aria: G is singing about heartbreak and the change in her life since meeting T; looking at 

everything in a brighter light; guitar, strings (smooth, summertime); later afternoon, 

relaxed; ride off into the sunset in a Maybach 

Plot, conclusion: T kicks K’s ass 

 

 

 

Verrat der Brüder (Brothers’ Betrayal) 
Cast: 2 brothers (carpenter, blacksmith) and a princess; both in love with her; in the end they kill 

each other. The brothers are very competitive and hard-working, trying to earn her 

attention and make themselves appealing 

Scene: 18th century Germany in their workshops, low lighting; princess wears elaborate dresses 

and wigs 

Style: Expressionism 

Theme: They think so low of themselves that they’ll do anything for her attention 

Plot: Duel; blacksmith wins 

Musical features: Symphony orchestra (especially strings, low brass), sad and darker sound 

when brothers are dueling; after the murder, strong but still dark (happy he won, 

regretful), descending contour 

 

 

What a Nice Life 
Cast: Mother, Father, Son (family escaped from Nazi Germany; blacksmith, mom, and 6-year-

old son) 

Style: Impressionism 

Setting: Nice, France 

Theme: Family-oriented 

Plot: Mother is washing dishes, watching father and son playing through the window; her water 

breaks; she is scared, knows what will happen; calls out for help; gives birth; crying baby 

Costumes, scenery: Overalls, blue/yellow/green, cottage, trees, holes in clothes 
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Aria: Mother singing while watching family: worried about future (minor key); after giving 

birth, major key – grounds the family together 

 

 

 

 


